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President’s Message
- John Verssue, KSFA President
I want to say a huge Thank You to the members of
KSFA for allowing me to serve your organization as
we continue to educate the public and others about
private onsite wastewater solutions and to lead us as
we face future challenges and opportunities.
I also want to say thank you to my fellow Board of
Directors who enthusiastically supported the
nomination and approval of me as President. I look
forward to working with each and every one of them
as we continue to build a strong and vibrant organization.
For most, this will be the first time I have been given
to introduce myself, so I wanted to provide a brief
background. Currently I serve as the Director of the
McPherson County, KS Department of Planning,
Zoning and Environment. The Department took over
Sanitation regulation and review the summer of 2014
after the retirement of longtime public servant Steve
Johnson. We appreciated Steve’s work and were
excited to incorporate into our Environmental and
Community Development responsibilities.
Personally I don’t have a background in wastewater
or its accompanying sciences, so learning firsthand at
the feet of Steve was stressful, but also extremely
educational. Now with a second full-time employee
on board with sanitation background, the Department
is prepared to meet current residents’ needs and take
on future projects.

The same year I began learning about water wells and
wastewater from Steve was also my first year
working for McPherson County, so needless to say, it
has been quite a lot of change and increase in responsibility. However, it has been great and, as Steve
encouraged me to, I’ve been excited to be part of
KSFA. I look forward to more change and opportunity ahead.
As for KSFA, the rest of 2016 and 2017 are going to
see a lot of change, small and big, as well. Although
it can be scary and hard to adapt our habits and
expectations, all of the changes will be in the name of
advancing our cause, better leveraging our resources,
increasing the voice of our Association, and meeting
the needs and wants of you – our members.
Looking forward to working with you!
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NOWRA’s Legislative Fly-In results in the achievement of a key goal – establishment of a
Congressional Decentralized Wastewater Caucus
Edited for formatting from original NOWRA article, “NOWRA Makes Progress in Efforts to Gain Greater Congressional Support for the Onsite Wastewater Industry.”
More than a dozen National Onsite Wastewater Recycling Association (NOWRA) members traveled to Washington,
DC June 14-15, 2016 to participate in the association’s Legislative Fly-In, and made significant progress in advancing
its advocacy goals. The most significant achievement which arose from more than three dozen visits to Congressional
and Federal Agency offices was securing a bi-partisan commitment to establish a Decentralized Wastewater Caucus.
Furthermore, two members of the influential House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Water Resources and the Environment immediately committed to joining the caucus during NOWRA members’ visits with them.
In addition, NOWRA learned that language which it requested be included in the House Appropriations Bill was voted
out of committee and included in the legislation which goes to the full House for approval. The language directs, “the
EPA to devote more financial and staff resources to assist the 85 million Americans who use onsite/decentralized treatment.”
For too long, NOWRA maintains that the onsite/decentralized industry has been overlooked by Congress and federal
regulators. For example, in the last 30 years, municipal treatment works have received $100 Billion in grants and loans
from EPA’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund Program to address wastewater treatment problems. 99.7% of that money has gone to fix sewer systems. Over that same period, funding support for onsite wastewater treatment has been less
than 1% of that amount – even though onsite systems serve more than 25% of properties the country. The 85 million
taxpayers served by onsite systems deserve better, as do the industry’s dedicated professionals.
Our industry faces a set of challenges which is nearly identical to those faced by public wastewater utilities – aging infrastructure, compliance with new anti-pollution mandates, inconsistent regulation, economic constraints, and a need for
more qualified practitioners. However, the industry has been told – repeatedly – to go it alone. NOWRA believes the
intent of Congress when it passed the Clean Water Act was to ensure clean water for all Americans, not just those
served by public wastewater utilities. However, for more than three decades, federal funding and policies have virtually
ignored Americans served by onsite/decentralized Treatment.
A number of NOWRA members who had not previously been involved in NOWRA’s lobbying efforts took the time to
come to Washington to meet with their Members of Congress to explain the benefits and advantages of on-site/
decentralized wastewater treatment. Among the members who attended the Legislative Fly-In were Trapper Davis of
Virginia (incoming VOWRA President), Nancy Mayer of Maryland (former MOWPA board member), Jay Dolby and
Jackie Cook of Delaware (Jay is a DOWRA board member), and Mark Shepard of Kansas (KSFA Board member).
Those participants reported that they found their efforts rewarding and most came away believing that it is possible to
change the current situation.
As NOWRA continues its lobbying and advocacy efforts we will be doing more to encourage involvement from its affiliated state organizations and from individual members.
To learn more about upcoming lobbying efforts, visit http://www.nowra.org/advocacy.
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News from the 2016 KSFA Annual Conference
Thanks to Everyone for Making the 2016 Conference Another Success!
The Kansas Small Flows Conference & Trade Show held in February at the Prairie Band Resort was another success!
KSFA provided 30 scholarships for local regulators to attend the conference.
KSFA used a different strategy to develop the 2016 Conference agenda that was
beneficial to both regulators and contractors. KDHE shared the results of a survey
they completed last summer that asked regulators to identify the areas of professional
development that was important to them. The Conference Planning Committee
selected some of the speakers and topics based on interests identified in the survey.
The Keynote Speaker, Mr. Tracy Streeter from the Kansas Water Office, held a
session on “Program Planning & Policy Development.” This session, along with the
“Dealing with Difficult People” session by the Kansas Small Business Development Office were geared toward these
interests.
The KSFA raffle winner took home a Brinkman 55 Gallon Drum Charcoal BBQ Grill. Thank
goodness Tony had a truck!
This conference also completed the training event requirements for the KDHE
Education 319 grant.
KSFA would also like to thank Pete Furey (Allied Concrete Products) and Jessi Wood
(Residential Sewage) for their $70 donation from their “Arm’s Length of Tickets” ($270) winnings to KSFA. Thanks
guys!!

Richard Basore Receives the “Raymond Peat Lifetime Achievement” Award
At the KSFA Conference, Sheryl Ervin presented the second annual “Raymond Peat Lifetime Achievement”
Award. She began with, “While our awardee has not worked their entire career in wastewater, the experiences he
previously had quickly become an invaluable asset to KDHE, KSFA and the State of Kansas.
Rich’s accomplishments include: being one of the first watershed field coordinators,
serving as an Ex-Officio member of KSFA from 2007 until 2015 (which, he’s become
a cornerstone and valued member!), and helped develop and implement the funding to
assist with agricultural and onsite wastewater upgrades through the Local
Conservation Lending Program.
Ervin continued, “This recipient is a great story teller… I’ve very seldom heard the
same story twice!!”; he’s a friend to everyone he meets and is an encyclopedia of
not only water quality, but WWII history/knowledge; trains; farming and farm
equipment; antiques; KSU Football; banking; etc. Really, there isn't much he doesn't
know about. This explains why he was so great at Jeopardy! During a past Small
Flows Jeopardy game (when none other than Raymond Peat played Alex Trebec!),
Doug Schneweis was Rich’s partner for the event and he recalled their winning
victory.”
“I must end with the quote he includes on each of him emails from the 1861 US Army
Field Manual: Coffee always tastes better if the latrine is dug downstream of the
encampment. I personally cannot thank him enough for the vast wealth of
knowledge he was so gracious to share and continued support for not only me, but
everyone he meets,” said Sheryl Ervin, KSFA Treasurer and Director at Bio-Microbics.
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STAY TUNED!!
KANSAS SMALL FLOWS ASSOCIATION
&
KANSAS ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
TENTATIVE 2017 JOINT CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 11th - 13th
HOLIDAY INN, WICHITA, EAST I-35
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ONSITE WASTEWATER AND THE MODERN CONTROL PANEL
- Alex Rice

In today's Onsite Wastewater Industry the ability to have a modern control panel with all the “bells and whistles”
is essential. It gives the Industry a way to monitor the system with actual data that can be used to troubleshoot and
get to the root cause of a problem. For instance, in the field of Operation & Maintenance (O&M), a control panel
with an Elapse Time Meter and a Cycle Counter can be used to find the average number of cycles per day and the
minutes the system has turned on in a 24 hour time period. This is a huge time saver when service technicians are
at the worksite. Service personnel can obtain the water usage from the owner and calculate the home or business
usage from the system’s usage. Additionally, the water purchased by the homeowner
or business can be obtained and compared to the flow measured in the control panel.
This type of information is vital to confirm that the system is operating the way it was
designed. Modern control panels can be operated in many ways with many kinds of
functions the fit each situation.
We have learned from Large Onsite Treatment Systems (LOTS), that installing a
modern control panel gives the service provider and the owner a cost effective advantage to assure proper maintenance for a system and ensure the system is being operated as it was designed. Some control panels even have digital read outs and touch screen ease of use. With this
technology the control panel can be set up to turn blower motors on and off and control pumps, valves, floats flow
meters and much more.
If a modern control panel is installed in a confined area, it also can be equipped with a fan motor that turns on and
off when the panel gets warm in order to exhaust the area to a cooler temperature. Some control panels even have
a smart phone connection to allow the system to be monitored from any location you have cell service. Whether
(continued on page 8)
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Modern Control Panels continued from
page 7:

maintaining a residential system or a
LOTS, a modern control panel gives
maintenance personnel the ability to easily monitor any system.
Most control panels are not only user
friendly but are easy to install, and with
the manufacturer NEMA ratings they can
be installed inside or outside. For the installer, you also can get technical support
from the manufacturer when trouble
shooting a problem with the system it
controls. With the ability to be installed
and mounted outside, always make sure
you follow the manufacture’s ratings and
instructions on how to mount them and
where to install the conduit in to them.
This will ensure that the warranty is not
voided. The equipment also will comes
with an electrical schematic that traces
down all the wiring in the control panel
and a basic wiring diagram for hooking
up the system equipment along with any
other auxiliary functions needed.
The use of modern control panels with
the technology needed for each type of
system can be of great advantage for the
Onsite Wastewater Treatment Industry.
From the initial design to the continued
O&M required, there are numerous
options on how the system is operated.
This can provide the assurance that system users are looking for in order to
know that their system is operating to the
best of its ability.
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CONFERENCE NEWS
Over the last year there has been conversation
between the Kansas Small Flows Association
and the Kansas Environmental Health
Association regarding a joint conference.
A formal meeting of both Association’s
Boards took place on June 1, 2016. Most of
the day was spent discussing many of the
details of a tentative joint conference. Both
Association’s Boards voted unanimously to
work toward having a joint conference in
October 2017 in Wichita, KS.
There are obviously many details that need to
be discussed and finalized before this can
happen. There are members from each
association board that volunteered to be a
member of a joint conference planning
committee.
KSFA is very hopeful that this endeavor
comes to fruition. This will mean a big
change in our association’s conference
schedule. Our 2017 conference that would
normally be held in February will be
postponed until October.
We are hoping that the move will be an
advantage for our loyal vendors, inviting
them during the slower time of year for
annual conferences. We are also hopeful that
this will attract new vendors. Not only
because of the time of year, but the different
topics that will be addressed by adding
information vital to local regulators who have
environmental duties outside of the realm of
onsite wastewater treatment.
With the addition of new educational topics,
we are also helpful that the conference will
appeal to more contractors, especially
plumbers. We may be able to offer
continuing education that will fulfill
plumbing license requirements for Kansas.
Stay Tuned!
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Many Thanks
to our “Sunflower” Sponsors!!
They provide support
to the association all year.

Advanced Drainage Systems
Allied Concrete Products
Bio-Microbics, Inc.
Hodes & Sutter, Inc.
Jet, Inc.
Infiltrator Systems, Inc.
Residential Sewage Treatment Company
SI Precast, Inc.
Trigard Concrete Products/Hoot Systems
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10614 Summit
Lenexa, KS 66215
Brian Hodes
brian@hodesandsutter.com
Cell: 913-451-7472
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Board of Directors:
Officers:
John Verssue
President
Zack Millbern
President Elect
Sheryl Ervin
Treasurer

McPherson County P&Z
620-224-2288

McPherson, KS

Johnson County Health & Environment
913-715-6934
Bio-Microbics, Inc.
913-422-0707

Olathe, KS

Shawnee, KS

Jennifer Skiles

Mark Shepard

Alex Rice

David Jones (ex-officio)

$ 50.00 per 1/4 page (7” x 2”)
$ 75.00 per 1/2 page (7” x 4.875”)
$ 150.00 per full page (7” x 10”)

1601 East Peoria, #302
Paola, Kansas 66071

Kansas Small Flows Association

Info-Flo

Ron Vincent

Future issues of Info-Flo will be accepting
advertising. For opportunities to get your
products in front of the Kansas market,
call the KSFA office at 913-594-1472, or
email us at
kansassmallflows@ksfa.org
Rate Prices are Per Issue:

Directors:
Clem Karlin

ADVERTISING
IN FUTURE
INFO-FLOs
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